The role of exercise prescription in chronic disease
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Appropriate exercise should be included in the treatment of all patients

The use of exercise as a medical treatment is an old concept, but one that did not start gaining acceptance until the 20th century. Today, exercise scientists are exploring the limits of exercise as a therapy—of exercise as a medicine. It is not possible to discuss all the ramifications of exercise prescription in a brief article, so I shall take a larger view and illustrate how various kinds of exercise may be useful in patients with a chronic disease and/or a disability.

Hippocrates wrote, “In a word, all parts of the body which were made for active use, if moderately used and exercised at the labor to which they are habituated, become healthy, increase in bulk, and bear their age well, but when not used, and when left without exercise, they become diseased, their growth is arrested, and they soon become old.” Medicine’s view of exercise did not progress much in the subsequent two millennia, and exercise was primarily viewed as an activity for healthy people, but not for the chronically ill. The first recorded anecdote of exercise as a treatment for heart disease is thought to be from William Heberden, who wrote of a man with angina pectoris in 1772: “I knew of one who set himself the task of sawing wood for half an hour every day, and was nearly cured.”

Ironically, Heberden did not know that angina pectoris is a cardiac disorder.

“McKenzie perceived exercise as a technique to rehabilitate people with disabling injuries”

Physicians of the 1800s were interested in the role of exercise in maintenance of health, but the modern notion of exercise as a medical treatment is thought to have originated with R Tait McKenzie. With a background in boxing, McKenzie held that exercise has many benefits to the human body, and in 1904 he became the chairman of the Department of Physical Education at the University of Pennsylvania. Later, working as a medic during the first world war, McKenzie perceived exercise as a technique to rehabilitate people with disabling injuries. McKenzie recognised that some wounded soldiers can be returned to the battlefield (in which case it is important to obtain a rapid rehabilitation), and that wounded soldiers who are permanently disabled need physical rehabilitation to help them cope with their disabilities. Ever since, military physicians have been biased toward aggressive rehabilitation.

In contrast with McKenzie, most physicians of his era did not value exercise as a clinical treatment. William Osler, in the 1909 edition of The principles and practice of medicine, wrote that bed rest and baths at spas, like Bad Nauheim were the optimal treatment for heart disease. Physicians of the 19th and early 20th centuries were confused by enlargement of the heart, having recognised that cardiac hypertrophy paradoxically occurs both in athletes and patients with heart failure. Only after decades of research did physicians become advocates of exercise as a method of rehabilitation for heart disease. In 1939, Paul Dudley White, the first cardiology professor at Harvard Medical School, co-authored a manuscript showing cardiac dilatation through aneurism formation after myocardial infarction, and this was used as an argument against exercise after myocardial infarction. By 1958, Dr White had changed his views and co-authored a textbook on cardiac rehabilitation in which low level exercise was promoted.

Then in 1968, the concept of bed rest was finally put to rest by the landmark paper of Bengt Saltin et al. In 60 years, physicians had learned that exercise was useful in rehabilitation of people with both musculoskeletal injuries and cardiovascular disease.

Gradually, exercise specialists of all kinds saw rationales for medically directed exercise in many conditions. Pulmonologists, exposed to cardiac rehabilitation concepts, worked hard to promote pulmonary rehabilitation for patients with lung disease; diabetologists and obesity specialists have recently emphasised exercise as a mainstay of therapy.

As more people survive in spite of chronic diseases, paradigms for medically directed exercise have been developed for patients burdened with multiple chronic diseases. We now even see elite athletes who have chronic conditions or are disabled, who thus have unique needs for sports medical guidance.

In today’s Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the American College of Sports Medicine (CDC/ACSM) paradigm for exercise prescription, there are two default options for exercise programming: (a) anything a little beyond the patient’s current activity level; (b) recommending large muscle group activities for 30–40 minutes on four or more, preferably all, days of the week (stretching and strength training are mentioned in passing). The first alternative is often used as a starting point in patients with very low exercise tolerance; the second alternative is often used as a goal for maintaining overall hardiness. These guidelines promote the notion of accepting the former if the patient cannot (or will not) achieve, because the vast majority of people need more activity than they are currently doing. This approach has probably been a step forward, but it must be recognised that it is a sociological compromise that fails far short of a true exercise prescription.

An exercise prescription, like any prescription, has a type and dose, a dosing frequency, a duration of treatment, a therapeutic goal, and anticipated adverse effects. This is true whether the exercise is simple stretching for range of motion, aerobic exercise for all around fitness, resistance training for strength, or a more integrated type of functional exercise designed around activities of daily living. Generically speaking, any exercise prescription resembles a drug prescription: Exercise A, taken N times daily, for X duration of weeks/months/years. The exercise type and dose are chosen by the person’s individual needs, goals, and ability level; the frequency and intensity of each session are chosen by the person’s intrinsic endurance and ability to recover; the progression and duration of the programme is determined by the person’s intermediate and long-term goals. Adverse effects are related to the type of exercise—for example, delayed onset muscle soreness—and the specific chronic disease—for example, chest pain in angina pectoris, joint pain in arthritis, fatigue in fibromyalgia.
prescribe exercise in the context of chronic disease, one needs to consider how the physiology of exercise training interacts with both the pathophysiology and medical management of the patient’s chronic disease(s).

“Our current understanding of exercise prescription is limited for most chronic diseases”

Such an exercise prescription is useful in almost all chronic diseases. What we do not know is how to optimise specific kinds of exercise for most clinical conditions. In spite of our scientific progress, our current understanding of exercise prescription is limited for most chronic diseases. Were exercise viewed as a drug, we would need sufficient evidence for exercise to pass government regulatory requirements for most diseases. Exercise programming for most conditions must still be achieved somewhat by empiricism and trial and error, and is thus as much an art as it is a science. Most doctors have very little knowledge of exercise or sports, and thus are not schooled in this art, so they do not prescribe exercise and often fail to even recommend exercise to patients who need it the most (unpublished data). To make matters worse, a few doctors refer patients to exercise specialists, who often have insufficient knowledge of disease pathophysiology and do not have direct access to patients (H Perrault, personal communication, 2002). Our challenge today is to find a better clinical care paradigm in which doctors and exercise specialists (cardiovascular, pulmonary and musculoskeletal) work more closely together to provide medically directed exercise programmes that are appropriate for each patient. We need to revise our curricula of education physicians, exercise specialists, and physiotherapists, so that they are trained to collaborate toward this end.

Owing to historical circumstances highlighted by the careers of Drs McKenzie and White, physiatry and orthopaedics controlled neuromuscular rehabilitation, and cardiology controlled cardiovascular rehabilitation. As a consequence, medically directed exercise has tended to fall into two domains: physiotherapy and cardiovascular/pulmonary rehabilitation. This division is mainly a consequence of “ turf” —that is, control of revenue stream—and is counterproductive. It has had the unintended consequence of guiding cardiovascular patients away from musculoskeletal therapists, and physically disabled patients away from cardiovascular therapists. Patients who have both problems have not been well served: in the developed world the number 1 cause of death among disabled patients is cardiovascular disease. Why then, do we not see more disabled patients in cardiac rehabilitation programmes? The American College of Sports Medicine’s textbook Exercise management for persons with chronic diseases and disabilities attempts to overcome this artificial barrier, with half of the book dedicated to chronic diseases and half to disabilities. Perhaps now is the time to abandon the artificial division of exercise into neuromusculoskeletal and cardiovascular/pulmonary domains. Rather than continuing our reductionist view of exercise as treatment for physiological subsystems, perhaps we should turn toward viewing exercise as a foundation of mind-body medicine. We should stop thinking of strength training as a specific antidote to muscle atrophy, of aerobic exercise as something specific to the heart, and stretching as a specific antidote to joint tightness. We should start looking at all forms of exercise training as integral to the physical, metabolic, emotional, and spiritual robustness of patients.

Sports medicine doctors, the few physicians who actually know something about both exercise and medicine, ought to be leading this transformation. For every injured athlete, there are a score of patients for whom exercise prescription should be the cornerstone of their medical management. We need more sports medicine doctors carrying out research on important questions such as the exercise dose-response relation in a particular disease, an area in which they are uniquely qualified. We need doctors who view sports medicine as a specialty where exercise is the prescription of choice for all their patients, athlete and non-athlete alike. When we achieve that, perhaps the dream of R Tait McKenzie will finally be fulfilled.
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